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Summary:
Five related multi-party actions were being heard together. The actions arose out of the

collapse  of  a  publicly  traded  company,  Knowledge  House  Inc.  Clarke,  who  was  a  former
investment adviser of one of the financial institutions involved in the litigation and no longer a
party to the actions in light of settlement agreements, was ordered to appear as a witness in these
five  related  actions.  Clarke  moved,  as  a  non-party,  for  a  confidentiality  order,  arguing  that
testifying in open court would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing related criminal
proceeding.

The Nova Scotia Supreme Court refused to grant Clarke's motion. 

Civil Rights - Topic 3157
Trials - Due process, fundamental justice and fair hearings - Right to fair trial - Five
related actions which arose out of the collapse of a publicly traded company were being
heard together - Clarke, a non-party, was ordered to appear as a witness - He moved for a
confidentiality order, arguing that testifying in open court would infringe his right to a



fair trial in an ongoing related criminal proceeding - The Nova Scotia Supreme Court
refused to grant the order - The evidence failed to establish that a confidentiality order
was necessary or that there was a serious risk refusing such would impact his right to a
fair trial - The common law and the Charter protected Clarke from subsequent use and
derivative  use  of  his  testimony  which  significantly  diminished  any  prosecutorial
advantage that  might  be  gained from his  open court  testimony -  Given the  publicity
surrounding the case, including a settlement agreement that might be admissible at the
criminal proceeding, Clarke testifying in open court would not risk tainting the jury pool
- It was not established that witnesses would alter their evidence in subsequent criminal
proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The deleterious effects of the confidentiality
order would outweigh the speculative positive effects of granting such an order.

Civil Rights - Topic 4461 
Protection against self-incrimination - Use of incriminating evidence in other proceedings
- General - [See Civil Rights - Topic 3157].

Civil Rights - Topic 4462
Protection against self-incrimination - Use of incriminating evidence in other proceedings
- Derivative evidence - [See Civil Rights - Topic 3157].

Courts - Topic 1404
Administration - General - Public access to judicial proceedings (incl. court records) -
The Nova Scotia Supreme Court reviewed the history of the open court principle and the
test for a confidentiality order - See paragraphs 23 to 32. 

Courts - Topic 4806
Common law - General - Hearings - Open court - [See  Civil Rights - Topic 3157 and
Courts - Topic 1404].

Practice - Topic 5001 
Conduct of trial - Open court - [See Civil Rights - Topic 3157 and Courts - Topic 1404].

Practice - Topic 5002 
Conduct of trial - Open court - Power to hear in camera - [See Civil Rights - Topic 3157
and Courts - Topic 1404].
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Counsel:
Mark T. Knox, for Bruce Clarke;
Nancy  G.  Rubin,  for  the  Interveners,  The  Halifax  Herald  Limited  and  Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation;
AllNovaScotia.com, unrepresented;
David Coles, Q.C., for NBFL and NBC, watching brief;
Sean MacDonald, for the defendants and plaintiffs by counterclaim, watching brief.

This motion was heard on February 24, 2012, in Halifax, Nova Scotia, before Warner, J.,
of the Nova Scotia Supreme Court, who rendered the following decision orally on February 24,
2012, with written reasons released on March 2, 2012.

Motion dismissed.

Editor: Elizabeth M.A. Turgeon

Civil Rights - Topic 4461 
Protection against self-incrimination - Use of incriminating evidence in other proceedings
- General  -  Five related actions which arose out  of  the collapse of  a  publicly traded
company were being heard together - Clarke, a non-party, was ordered to appear as a
witness  -  He moved for  a  confidentiality  order,  arguing that  testifying in  open court
would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing related criminal proceeding - The
Nova Scotia Supreme Court refused to grant the order - The evidence failed to establish
that a confidentiality order was necessary or that there was a serious risk refusing such
would impact his right to a fair trial - The common law and the Charter protected Clarke
from subsequent use and derivative use of his testimony which significantly diminished
any prosecutorial advantage that might be gained from his open court testimony - Given
the  publicity  surrounding  the  case,  including  a  settlement  agreement  that  might  be
admissible at  the criminal  proceeding,  Clarke testifying in open court  would not risk
tainting the jury pool - It was not established that witnesses would alter their evidence in
subsequent criminal proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The deleterious effects of
the confidentiality order would outweigh the speculative positive effects of granting such
an order.

Civil Rights - Topic 4462
Protection against self-incrimination - Use of incriminating evidence in other proceedings



- Derivative evidence - Five related actions which arose out of the collapse of a publicly
traded company were being heard together - Clarke, a non-party, was ordered to appear as
a witness - He moved for a confidentiality order, arguing that testifying in open court
would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing related criminal proceeding - The
Nova Scotia Supreme Court refused to grant the order - The evidence failed to establish
that a confidentiality order was necessary or that there was a serious risk refusing such
would impact his right to a fair trial - The common law and the Charter protected Clarke
from subsequent use and derivative use of his testimony which significantly diminished
any prosecutorial advantage that might be gained from his open court testimony - Given
the  publicity  surrounding  the  case,  including  a  settlement  agreement  that  might  be
admissible at  the criminal  proceeding,  Clarke testifying in open court  would not risk
tainting the jury pool - It was not established that witnesses would alter their evidence in
subsequent criminal proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The deleterious effects of
the confidentiality order would outweigh the speculative positive effects of granting such
an order.

Courts - Topic 4806
Common law - General - Hearings - Open court - Five related actions which arose out of
the collapse of a publicly traded company were being heard together - Clarke, a non-
party, was ordered to appear as a witness - He moved for a confidentiality order, arguing
that testifying in open court would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing related
criminal proceeding - The Nova Scotia Supreme Court refused to grant the order - The
evidence failed to establish that a confidentiality order was necessary or that there was a
serious risk refusing such would impact his right to a fair trial - The common law and the
Charter protected Clarke from subsequent use and derivative use of his testimony which
significantly diminished any prosecutorial advantage that might be gained from his open
court  testimony  -  Given  the  publicity  surrounding  the  case,  including  a  settlement
agreement that might be admissible at the criminal proceeding, Clarke testifying in open
court would not risk tainting the jury pool - It was not established that witnesses would
alter their evidence in subsequent criminal proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The
deleterious effects of the confidentiality order would outweigh the speculative positive
effects of granting such an order.

Courts - Topic 4806
Common law -  General  -  Hearings  -  Open court  -  The Nova Scotia  Supreme Court
reviewed the history of the open court principle and the test for a confidentiality order -
See paragraphs 23 to 32. 

Practice - Topic 5001 
Conduct of trial - Open court - Five related actions which arose out of the collapse of a
publicly traded company were being heard together - Clarke, a non-party, was ordered to
appear as a witness - He moved for a confidentiality order, arguing that testifying in open
court would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing related criminal proceeding -
The Nova Scotia  Supreme Court  refused to  grant  the order  -  The evidence failed to
establish  that  a  confidentiality  order  was  necessary  or  that  there  was  a  serious  risk
refusing such would impact his right to a fair trial - The common law and the Charter



protected  Clarke  from  subsequent  use  and  derivative  use  of  his  testimony  which
significantly diminished any prosecutorial advantage that might be gained from his open
court  testimony  -  Given  the  publicity  surrounding  the  case,  including  a  settlement
agreement that might be admissible at the criminal proceeding, Clarke testifying in open
court would not risk tainting the jury pool - It was not established that witnesses would
alter their evidence in subsequent criminal proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The
deleterious effects of the confidentiality order would outweigh the speculative positive
effects of granting such an order.

Practice - Topic 5001 
Conduct of trial - Open court - The Nova Scotia Supreme Court reviewed the history of
the open court principle and the test for a confidentiality order - See paragraphs 23 to 32. 

Practice - Topic 5002 
Conduct of trial - Open court - Power to hear in camera - Five related actions which arose
out of the collapse of a publicly traded company were being heard together - Clarke, a
non-party, was ordered to appear as a witness - He moved for a confidentiality order,
arguing that testifying in open court would infringe his right to a fair trial in an ongoing
related criminal proceeding - The Nova Scotia Supreme Court refused to grant the order -
The evidence failed to establish that a confidentiality order was necessary or that there
was a serious risk refusing such would impact his right to a fair trial - The common law
and the Charter protected Clarke from subsequent use and derivative use of his testimony
which significantly diminished any prosecutorial advantage that might be gained from his
open court testimony - Given the publicity surrounding the case, including a settlement
agreement that might be admissible at the criminal proceeding, Clarke testifying in open
court would not risk tainting the jury pool - It was not established that witnesses would
alter their evidence in subsequent criminal proceedings after hearing Clarke testify - The
deleterious effects of the confidentiality order would outweigh the speculative positive
effects of granting such an order.

Practice - Topic 5002 
Conduct of trial - Open court - Power to hear in camera - The Nova Scotia Supreme
Court reviewed the history of the open court principle and the test for a confidentiality
order - See paragraphs 23 to 32. 


